CLOUD PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Hybrid Cloud Assessment
Navigate cloud complexities and speed your digital transformation through a proven
methodology for transforming people, processes, and technology
Gain clear insight into your current infrastructure and applications to create a roadmap
to fit-for-purpose cloud.
Our hybrid infrastructure and application
assessment of your environment provide
valuable insights into your current status
and a high-level roadmap to
fit-for-purpose cloud.
Our Journey to the Cloud framework is
designed to support you to achieve your
cloud adoption goals.

How We Deliver
This assessment is conducted to review
and analyze your infrastructure and
applications - delivering valuable insight
into the current state of your IT landscape.

At-A-Glance
Business Outcome

Benefits

Business and technology
alignment

Security, cost, and operational governance.

Quick delivery based on proven
blueprint solutions

Thanks to a predefined approach and tools
that provide quality and agility.

Alignment to industry-recognized
cloud security controls

Gain security assurance that will enable organization
to accelerate cloud security maturity.

A recommended roadmap

We deliver a read-out to share the results of the
engagement, recommendations, and action plan.

We will develop a high-level design and
transition roadmap for moving assets into
a fit-for-purpose cloud, through:
1. Understanding your business
objectives. Information gathering
workshops with technical and business
stakeholders to help review
documentation, architectural gaps,
business goals and challenges.
2. Analyzing your infrastructure and
workloads. The information gathered is
reviewed to determine if it is complete and
free of any unexplainable abnormalities.

3. Designing high-level infrastructure.
Based on blueprinted solutions, NTT
applies best practices, identifies the best
execution venue and target technology to
meet your business outcomes.
4. Validating that the design matches
business objectives. High-level design and
roadmap are reviewed and refined in
successive short meetings or video calls
until approved.

Valuable insight into
your current
infrastructure and
applications to provide
a clear roadmap to
fit-for-purpose cloud.
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Service

Key Features

Transition from any platform
to any platform

•

Platforms supported include VMware, Hyper-V, Azure, AWS, GCP OCI, Nutanix and others.

•

Technologies supported include IaaS, PaaS, Serverless and others.

•

Containerization supported includes, but not limited to Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE), Azure Kubernetes Service
(AKS), Amazon Elastic Container Service for Kubernetes (EKS), Amazon Elastic Container Service (ECS), AWS Fargate,
and Docker on IaaS virtual machines.

Proven blueprints

Tried and tested blueprints based on best practices, certified products and years of experience.

Risk mitigation

We have over 15 years of expertise in platform migrations.

Top cloud partnerships

Partnership and accreditations with all major cloud vendors.

Leverage best of breed tooling

We leverage our own IP (NTT sDiscover®) combined with leading commercial tools, used by our highly qualified experts to
deliver a quality and agile transition experience.

Managed Services platform

Supports the transition process and management of hybrid infrastructure globally.

Cloud Migration Services

Option for end-to-end migrations services to execute outcomes of the assessment.

Main Destinations for Our Cloud Migrations:

Our Certifications and Attestations:
ISO 27001:2013 - Information Security
Management System
ISO 27017:2015 - Cloud Services
ISO 27018:2019 - Protection of Personally
Identifiable Information in the Cloud

NTT Data Centers

SOC 1, SOC 2 and SOC 3 - AICPA
evaluations completed twice annually

Why NTT?
Global reach and local delivery

Full lifecycle service

Identical delivery and methodology across regions to
provide a truly consistent global service.

Convert goals into outcomes thanks to a full IT stack from
data center and network to cloud and applications.

Extensive track record

Industrialized yet vendor-agnostic

Real-world experience delivering successful
business transformation projects.

Highest level of partnerships with major cloud vendors.

Get In Touch
If you’d like to find out more about our Hybrid Cloud Assessments or scope
out an assessment exercise,
https://www.secure-24.com/contact/
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